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When Media Loses and Saif al-Islam Gaddafi Wins?
Deceptive Media

Iraq, 31.07.2022, 12:34 Time

USPA NEWS - Abstract media is colourless, tasteless, or odourless, as it takes the shape and colour of the container it contains.
Moreover, media and its evaluation are subject to quantities, measurements, and even weight that determine its price and value.
Naturally, we are not talking about rulers and kilograms, nor about the colours of the rainbow. Sports media, in their orange colour, are
different from the crimson economy flags. Thus, every media revolves around its interest, employment, and professional specialization.
We will not finish the classification unless we put everything in order so that we can measure it and determine its weight and
dimensions.

In politics, for example, we judge some British media to lie and fabricate accusations when they dedicate their professionalism and
capabilities to the agenda of the enemy, so they practice all means of evasion and deception to the level of defamation of national
forces such as Dr. Saif al-Islam Gaddafi, and promote agents and traitors or excel at turning the facts and cover up crimes and cover-
up corruptions and spoilers like this media can call its people slaves who are sold and bought in the media slave market, and the price
of those who master the profession can be determined according to their skill in performing their vile role. Without a doubt, they can be
known through their colour and their changing loyalty according to who buys them, they are many and we do not need to name models
of them. 

Another category that is considered very cheap and vulgar, is those trivial pens and media channels that broadcast poison on some
leaders and political headlines, as we said about (Dr. Saif Al-Islam Gaddafi) and seek to tear the social fabric by stirring up animal
instincts, and those that fuel the fires of strife and incite to prejudice the person of Dr. Gaddafi and falsify history or Strange customs
and practices that are destructive to our morals, social norms and the history of Dr. Gaddafi are inserted into the minds. Despite the
high costs of broadcasting and technical staff, we notice a large number of these trivial models, which indicates the existence of a
hostile agenda behind these channels and other media that are moving in this direction.

Yes, there are media websites and newspapers targeting Dr. (Saif al-Islam), and they will not accept anything but lies as an
alternative, but a distinction must be made between those who conspire and those who strive, even if they make a mistake. Such
media, which seeks to slander and fabricate charges against national symbols such as Dr. Gaddafi, practices crime by all standards
because he defends falsehood and falsehood, and they work according to the intellectual agendas of global and regional countries
and receive instructions from political parties and some active personalities in the international and regional political scene.  

Hence, the media and political elites have the task of shaping the terrain of awareness, because they are considered the most
complex features of the geography of human reality. Borders turn into beliefs and public opinion is mobilized or mobilized against a
national symbol, and the matter is about Dr. Seif al-Islam. We, as educated political and media elites, have to fight this corrupt trend
with all force, especially since our media war against these sites will take a comprehensive nature far more dangerous than the effect
of lethal weapons of destruction.

Therefore, we are required to classify this foreign media and identify mechanisms to communicate with it all the time to reach quick or
always satisfactory results, in response to their lies, which reveals that there is hope for interaction with Western media as long as it
stays away from purpose and fancy, and we follow the professional method that takes into account the culture and media laws.
From this point of view, everything that Dr. Saif al-Islam al-Gaddafi is exposed to a systematic campaign against him that began with
the grand conspiracy on the day the legitimate regime in Libya was overthrown in 2011. The case has regained its place and position,
in the list of interests of traitors and conspirators, and the makers of the fall of Libya in 2011 regained the fabrication of fictional stories
and novels against Dr. Gaddafi.

They realized that Saif al-Islam was the next national leader, so they tried to get rid of him, and this was precisely the difference that
Dr. Saif al-Islam made by returning to political and social life, as he represented the first fruit of the attempt to liberate Libya and the
Libyan citizen from the occupation of the state of tyranny and oppression. In light of this, it is possible to understand the secret of this
media campaign against Saif al-Islam in supporting and embracing all counter-projects against him. 



They do not want a generation that remembers the names of its ancestors who died defending the land or memorizes the names of
cities and the dates of massacres. From here, the Western media machine was strongly present in preparing for the coup against the
echo and mass interaction with the return of Saif al-Islam and did not remove it from regional and international equations, which seek
to divide the Libyan people. This is the ultimate fraud and promotion of agents and traitors, who fought in the ranks of the crime of
overthrowing the regime of the martyred leader Muammar Gaddafi, may God have mercy on him, valiantly. Eleven years ago, Libya
revealed what the democratic forces and the free liberal media describe as nothing more than being part of a diabolical conspiracy
against Libya, its great people, and its national symbols.

Therefore, the honourable people of the nation should stand in the face of all those platforms and media sites that are suspicious and
paid, those platforms and sites that measurements are unable to determine who is Dr. Gaddafi and what is his value as a Libyan
national leader, because he is the tongue of the homeland and the conscience of the nation hidden in the same free who suspicious
circles cannot buy slander them or ridicule them to carry out their aggressive goals.
On the other hand, we have to stand up with full force against this extremist media discourse, as what is happening now in the attack
on Dr. Saif al-Islam is against eleven years of European sin that handed Libya over to terrorist organizations. Therefore, what Dr.
Gaddafi was subjected to is enough evidence that it was not only a war on his person but a crime against the entire Libyan people.

We are very committed to all professional and ethical controls with no funding except for what the people of chivalry do and what does
not stop the free people from making every effort and are keen to serve the causes of our nation and our homelands. The free media
highlights the facts about the personality of (Dr. Gaddafi) and his patriotic positions towards the Arab nation, specifically towards Libya
and its great people, to rise in the highest heavens of honour, with which Dr. Gaddafi plays honourable roles and expresses the
creative human value as he translates our identity and proves our existence among peoples and nations.
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